PRELIMINARIES
Let F be a base field of characteristic other than 2 and let r= (ri) be a sequence in F called the sequence of structure constants. It is assumed that y, # 0 for any i. Consider F as an F-algebra AL with involution ( -) given by the identity map. The Cay&Dickson process [Sl] then inductively generates a sequence A: of algebras with involution defined as Af+,=AfxA;' with its inherited F-linear structure, its involution defined by and its multiplication defined by (a, b) (c, d) = (UC + yi+, db, bC+ Au).
The algebra AL is a 2" dimensional vector space over F with a standard basis inductively defined as er=l 0 .
If {e~}~~~ ~ ' is the basis defined for AL_, , then for 2"-' <q < 2" -1, eT= (0, eF-,.-,) .
The elements { eg}r:d are a set of algebra generators for A f; over F. In general if A c Ar = Ui = 0 A r and B is a subalgebra of AT, B(( A )) denotes the subalgebra of Ar generated over B by A. Thus AL= F(( {eg}r,d ) ) and S+ I = Af;((ef)). If ,4 = (ylC,,) is a subsequence of r then there is a natural injection given by which is an algebra isomorphism of A" onto the algebra F(( {efm,,,})). In the particular case where /i = (yd, yd+ , , . . . ) for a fixed integer d, we denote this algebra by dAr.
In the sequel we assume that the field F and the sequence r are fixed and that the identifications described above are understood. Hence we drop the symbol "P from our notation. We will generally be working in A, for some fixed n B 1. When this is understood we set A,, = A and A,-1 = B. Then {e, 1 i = 0, . . . . 2"-' -1 } is a standard basis for B and the F-linear mapping ( -): B -+ B satisfies:
(i) q=e, (ii) q = -ei for i > 0 (iii) eiei = eie,.
A is the F vector space B + Be where for each pair x, y in B, the new element e = e2"-l satisfies (a) (xe)(ye)=y(yx), where y=y,=ee~F (b) be) y = (We (c) x( ye) = (yx)e for each pair x, y in B.
If n > 1 then e2"-2 will be denoted by f: For a E A the (unique) representation a = b, + b,e with bj E B is called the standard decomposition of a. The standard basis for B is extended to that for A by ej+2n-i = eie for O<i<2+'
and conjugation extended so that (i)-(iii) continue to hold. We will refer to the elements ej as the basic elements of A. An element a=Cizo &ej is pure if %, =0 (equivalently, if a+ti=O). We denote the set of pure elements of A by A'. For 1 d d< n, A, is the subalgebra F<e20, . . . . e+l )) and J is the subalgebra F(( e2d, e2d+ I, . . . )). Moreover, for any basic ej E A there are unique basic elements eiE dA and ek E A, such that e, = eke,. (In fact, k is simply the residue of i mod 2d.) Thus each element of A has a unique representation C Akjclkbj, where tlk and flj are basic elements of A, and ,A, respectively, and Akj E F. We call this the level d expansion of A.
There is a natural dot product defined on A by 0 if i#j e,.ei= 1 { if i=j=O rIt=, (-r,,,,) if O#i=.j=2'++ . . +z4, Equivalently, a b = $( ab + ha).
In the classical case this is the usual Euclidean inner product. We use the following standard notation:
(1) The commutator: [x, ,v] = xy -yx (2) The associator: (x, y, z) = (xy)z-x(yz) (3) The norm: ~x~2=x3c=2(x~1)x-~~2 (4) x. 1 =$(x+X).
The following are standard identities which we will use repeatedly:
(5) ah.z=a.zb=b.ciz
Equation (5) is a statement of the fact that left (resp. right) multiplication by X is the adjoint of left (right) multiplication by x [S2]. To derive (6) set x=a+b in (3) to get la+b12= Ial*+ lbl'+a6+bG= (a12+ lb12+ 2(a. b). The last equality follows from the above description of the dot product. Identity (7) is similarly derived by substituting a + b for x in the second equality of (3) and applying (6) and (3). In general, the norm is not multiplicative for n > 3. However, there are pairs of subspaces on which it is. The following gives some trivial, though very useful, examples.
If U= C cxiei is a standard decomposition, then by Supp(u) we denote {i 1 a,#O}. Let S and T be two sets of nonnegative integers. We call S and T extremely disjoint if es,e,, and es2ez2 are linearly independent over F for distinct (si, t,), (sz, f2) E Sx T. The following is verified by a straightforward expansion: Supp(u) and Supp(v) are extremely disjoint then /uv/* = luu12 = 1~1~ 1~1~. In particular, this is the case if ZJ E A, and u E ,A.
NONASSOCIATIVITY
The algebras Ai are not commutative when i 2 2 ([e,, e2] = 2e,e, = 2e,) and not associative for i 2 3 ((e, , e,, e4) = [e, , e2] e4 = 2e,). However, as Schafer noted [SZ] , they are flexible (i.e., (x, y, x) = 0 always holds). This can be seen, for instance by observing that (x, y, x) is pure ((x,y,x) .l = (xy)x.l-x(yx).l= -yx.x+xy.x = y.(x)*-y.(X)') and observing -(x, y,x)= (x, y, x) = -(X, y, x)= (x, y, x).
Yiu [YIU] has conjectured that if n > 3 then (x, -, z) can vanish identically if and only if 1, x, and z are linearly dependent over F. In this section we will prove a special case of the conjecture and apply it to prove a theorem of Schafer [S2] concerning the derivations of the algebras A;. LEMMA 1.1. Let yeA such that (x,, y,x,)=Ofor all x,, x,EA. If B is noncommutative (i.e., n 3 3), then y E F.
ProoJ Write the standard decomposition y = y, + y,e and note the identities:
(1) (x,,y,+y,e,e)=yCx,,y,l-Cy,,x,leifx,~B (2) (XI, YI + y2e, x2> = (xl, YI, x2) - ((Y2x2)xI -(y2xl)ST;k ifx,,x,EB.
From (1) it follows that y,, y, E F, the center of B. Now (2) implies that y2[5, x,] e = 0 for all x, , x2 E B. Since B is not commutative, y, = 0. m LEMMA 1.2. Let y = y, + y,e with y, , y, E B. In general, if y, , y, E F then (x, x, y ) = 0 for all x E A. Conversely, if B is nonassociative (n 3 4) and (x,x, y)=O for all XEA then y,, y2~F. Zf nd3 then (x,x, y)=O for every YEA.
Proof: If x=x, + x,e with x1, x2 E B then we have the identity
The first statement is now obvious. If B is associative (i.e., n d 3) then again this implies (x, x, y) = 0 for all x, y. Now we proceed by induction on n. If n = 4, then by the above, ( 1) reduces to
y,,x,)e.
It follows that y,, y2 satisfy the conditions of Lemma 1.1 and hence y, , y, E F as required. Now let n > 4. Taking x = x, E B it follows that y, , y, E B satisfy
By the induction hypothesis on B, we get that y,, y, are both in the vector space Fl + Ff and again (1) reduces to (2). As before we get y,, yzE F by Lemma 1. (ii) Dx.y+x.Dy=O,for allx, yeA.
(iii) De=0 ifn>,4.
Proof. Recall that
Taking derivatives
The identity (7) in Section 0 yields
If x E F then (i) is evident; while if x 4 F then 1, x are linearly independent over F and (i) follows from (4). We easily deduce (ii) by linearizing the equality Dx .x = 0. Consider the identity 
Proof
Using xy = yx in identity (7) of Section 0, we get xy=yx=(x~l)y+(y~l)x-x~y This proves that V is an algebra; it is obviously commutative. The conclusion for a, b follows as for x, y. 1 PROPOSITION 1.5 (Special case of Yiu's strong nonassociativity conjecture). Let n > 3 and x, z E A such that (*) (x,y,z)=Oforally~A.
Write the standard decomposition z = z, + z,e, x = x, + x,e with z,, z2, x,, X~E B. Let 2, =z, -(2,. 1) and Z,=z,-(z2. 1) be the "purzjkations." Moreover, assume that one of the following holds:
(**I z,=O andeither z,EFor 1?,/2#0 (**') z,=Oandeitherz,~For 12,j2#0.
Then the vector space spanned by { 1, x, z} is a commutative algebra of dimension < 2.
Proof: Note that n > 3 implies that the algebra B is noncommutative and has trivial center. Consider first the case z2 = 0. We may assume that z = z, $ F, since otherwise there is nothing to prove. We may assume z1 to be pure (i.e., replace z1 by Z,), since this affects neither the conclusion nor the hypothesis. Taking y = p or pe with p E B and calculating the expression in (* ) we derive
Setting p = 1, we get from (3) and (4) (5) z,x*=x*z,, z,x, =x,z,.
Taking p = Z, (and remembering Z; = -z,) we get from (I), (2)
Applying Lemma 1.4 to pairs z, , x2 and z, , x, and then expanding (6), (7), we get (8) x1 Izl~2-(x,~~l)zl-(x1~1) lz,l*=O (9) x2 lz,12-(x*~z1)z1-(x2~1) Iz112=0.
Since Jz,12 #O, (9) implies that (1, x2, z,} are linearly dependent. By successive reductions we will prove that x2 has to be zero. This will make x = x, and z = z, dependent upon 1 by virtue of (8) and complete the case z* = 0. Case 1. x2 E F. In this case (2) forces z1 E F, the center of B, a contradiction since z, is pure and nonzero.
Case 2. x,$Fand (x,.l)#O. Write z, = i.x, + p with i, p E F and i necessarily nonzero. Substituting in (2), (3) and replacing p by p, we get (10) ,~~(x,p) = (x,p)x, = (px2)x2 for all p E B.
Using the flexible law on the middle term we deduce that x2 commutes with x,p as well as px, and hence with x2 p + px; = 2(p. 1)x, + 2(X,' l)p-2(x, .p).
Thus, if (x2. 1) # 0 then x2 commutes with all p E B and x2 E F, a contradiction. Thus it is enough to derive a contradiction in Case 3. .x2 is pure and nonzero. Note that since x2 is pure, /x212 #O, as we now have Z, =1.x,, and [?I* # 0 by hypothesis. Since .K* p commutes with x2 we have, by Lemma 1.4, (11) ~2~~2P~=~~2~~~~~2P+~~*P~~~~2-~2~~2P.
If we let p =,f in (11) then since x2 and S are pure, we have Ix212f= -(off. 1)x,. Therefore, x2 is a scalar multiple off and if, in (lo), we take p to be any pure, basic element other than f we get a contradiction. This completes the case z2 = 0. Now let Z, = 0. The argument is analogous to the above and we indicate related equations and cases by appending the symbol "I". Thus the corresponding equations are:
Just as before (3'), (4') with p = 1 yield (5') [.X1> FJ = [x2,2*] = 0. Again p = K in (1 '), (2') yields (6') x2 lz212 -TJx2z2) = 0 (7') /z*1* x, -z*(x,q=o. If z2 = 0, then there is nothing to prove. If Z2 = 0 (i.e., z2 E F but z2 # 0) then (l'), (2') imply that x,, x2 E F, the center of B.
Note also that x, can be modified by any scalar without affecting the hypothesis or the conclusion. Hence we assume that x, is pure. Thus if x, E F, then x, = 0.
Case 1'. z2 E F. Then the above discussion shows that we are reduced to x = xZe, z = z,e, and these are dependent. Now we apply Lemma 1.4 as before and the coefficients of x,, x2 in (6'), (7') are easily seen to be /z21*-(z2. l)'= I.?,/'.
As before, this implies that x,, x2 are linearly dependent upon { 1, z,) over F and it remains to show x, = 0 (under the assumption of purity). We now imitate the previous proof with (x,, z2) playing the roles of (z,, x2).
Case 2'. z,$Fand (z,.l)#O. Write x, = AZ, + p, with 2, p E F. We may assume 1. # 0 since otherwise we are done. We will deduce a contradiction.
Substitution in (2'), (3') leads to (10') (z2p)z2=z2(z2p), z2(Z;p)=Z2(pz2) for all DEB.
Using the flexible law on the second equation we see that z2 commutes with z2 p and qp for all p in B. Hence it commutes with z2 p + Kp = (z2 . 1) p for all p E B. Since z2 . 1 # 0, z2 E F, a contradiction. Thus we may assume z2 is pure and as above we come to Case 3'. z2 is pure and nonzero. Now, we get a contradiction exactly as in Case 3. 1 Since De= 0 by Lemma 1.3, the whole proof is finished by showing g(x) = 0 for all x.
Applying (2) repeatedly we get If x is taken to be a pure basic element then the LHS of (4) is zero. This is seen by checking x(xz) = (zx)x = x22 with x' E F for any basic x and any z E A. Thus when x is a pure basic element (5) ( g(x), JJ, x ) = 0 for all pure J? (and hence for all y ).
From Lemma 1.3(ii), (iii) we deduce that Dx .e = O= g(x)e .e= -yg(x) .l and hence g(x) is pure. Now if x is a basic element of B then certainly one component of its standard decomposition is zero and 1x1 2 # 0. Thus Proposition 1.5 implies (6) g(x) = I..,x with i, E F.
Using this in (2) we get (7) %,,.xy = -i,xy + jti, yx for all pure, basic x # ~7. Now let p, and p2 be two pure elements of B, each of nonzero norm. Since char(F) > 5, there is a linear combination of these two having nonzero norm. (One of pI f p2, p, k 2p, works. This is easily checked by computing the norms using (5) in Section 0.) Now if p,, pz, and the appropriate combination are all eigenvectors of g, then it follows that they belong to the same eigenvalue. Apply this to any two pure, basic elements, ei, e,>f (respectively <f ). They and their combinations will satisfy (*) above. Thus i,, = &,, for i > .f (respectively i <f ). Set these common values equal to v, and v,,, respectively. Using (8) with distinct, pure, basic x, y less than f we get A,, +i.y+i~,.=3v,=0. Remark 1.7. The above argument follows Schafer's original scheme. Our use of the "nonassociativity conjecture" avoids a detailed analysis of certain tuples and allows us to essentially ignore the structure constants.
We will need the following elementary lemma in the next section. We will identify B with d and view Aut,(B) as a subgroup of Aut,(A) under this identification. It is natural then to ask how the two are related.
Schafer's Theorem says that if n 24 then every derivation of A is the trivial extension of one from B. In [B] Brown studied the automorphisms of the Cayley-Dickson algebras and noted that there is always a nontrivial, discrete subgroup G c Aut,(A) which is isomorphic to either Z/2 or S3. He gave explicit generators for this group and conjectured that Aut,(A) = Aut,( B) 0 G. In this section we will prove Brown's conjecture.
Observe that for any a~Aut~-(A) and Ada, Ada". This is evident for aEF. For a$F, one has The second implication above follows from (3) of Section 0. Since conjugation is multiplication by -1 on A' and identity on F, it follows that CJ(X) = a(x) for all X.
Therefore we get Thus u preserves scalar products and norms. (i) ,uL?, = zi = identity (ii) ~~7, = 7,~:.
Both r, and 11, are obviously F-linear monomorphisms. It is straightforward (using the equations (a)-(c) in Section 0) to check that they preserve multiplication and commute with the conjugation operator ( ~ ). The remaining assertions are straightforward verifications. 1 Let G be the subgroup of Aut,(A) generated by rn and ,u~ if ,u~ is defined over F, and simply the subgroup generated by z, otherwise. Then the above relations imply that G is isomorphic either to Z/2 or S3. Since it is obvious from the definitions that G n Aut,(B) is the identity, one has Aut,(B) @ G c Aut,(A). It is well known that (uu12= InI2 /u12 if u, UEA, [Sl, p. 731 . Since (T is an automorphism, it follows that la(uo)12= Ia(u IcJ(u)~' for U, OEA,. So since O# la(e1)12= lv,,%12= Iv,,I' 1%12, we get that I%\' is not zero. Pick x,,x,~A, such that a(x,)=e,%, a(x,)=e,%. Then 4x,x2)= (e,8)(e2%)=6(e,e2)8 for some 6cF.
The last equality is checked as follows: expand %=c axieBi, with a,ieA,, then calculate (el%)(e2%). This is quickly seen to have the form (e1)(e2) C j,esi. Since this is also in 2% the equality follows by comparing coefficients.
Taking norms of both sides of the second equality and using (8) from SectionO, we get IelI le,12 1%14=S' le,l' le212 l%l' and thus 1%12=d2. Replacing % by 6 -I% we get the desired conclusion. j Finally, straightforward adaptations of the proofs of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4 yield the following corollary. This was also conjectured by Brown [B] . We refrain from giving an explicit proof, since it only requires one to rewrite the proofs of these lemmas with slightly more complicated notation. COROLLARY 2.6. Let F he a field of characteristic not equal to 2 or 3. Suppose n > 4 and r and A are twao sequences of structure constants. Then A~~A(~fandonly~fy,,~,,'isusquareinFandA~ ,EA: ,.
